
Highly compressed solids

A new regime of solid-state physics under extreme compression is emerging,
owing to the ability to use intense lasers to both ablatively generate high pressures and
synchronize diagnostics to measure this compression.  In these laser experiments, the
pressures can be impressively high (100 kbar Ð several Mbar), but the time durations are
fleetingly short (a few billionths of a second).  Strain rates can soar to 108-109 sÐ1.  Hence,
sophisticated time-resolved diagnostics are required to capture the action as the solid-
state lattice responds on such a short time-scale.  Such diagnostic techniques include
Bragg diffraction for the long-range lattice response, VISAR for the shock wave profile,
and the time-honored technique of sample recovery plus TEM characterization of the
asymptotic state.  In-flight radiography can also allow the time-dependent strength of
the samples to be inferred.  The high pressure conditions achieved are similar to those
at the core of the earth, but the time-dependent effects appear to dominate the
dynamics.

An interesting spin-off from this research is the capability to accelerate 10-20-µm-
sized samples to very high velocities, 10-20 km/s, in the solid-state.  This opens the
door to a wide variety of potential applications such as hypervelocity micro-impact
studies.  Interplanetary dust particles, for example, are typically in this size range (1-100
µm), and travel at similarly high velocities (1-100 km/s). The ability to experimentally
test the response of materials to such high velocity impacts may be a beneficial spin-off
that has emerged from this new research.
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Figure 1:  Photographs of a single crystal Cu sample that was shocked and recovered.
This shows a Òspall bubbleÓ formed by the release of the high pressure wave in the
sample.
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